Sleep disorders may be one of the reasons for concerned sleep. Distressed sleep involves many inabilities such as to fall asleep, to go back to sleep and common waking up during the night. Sleep disorders can be classified under primary and secondary sleep disorders. By the improved recognition of sleep disorders, the variety of treatments now available. In this analysis of several patients of sleep disordered breathing (SDB) and standard people we have calculated an accurate PSD estimate After the analysis of normalized power of standard person a range is defined by which the comparison of normalized power of patients of sleep disordered breathing (SDB) is done. The result of comparison gives the accurate estimate of PSD for sleep disordered breathing. The analysis of patients can be done on a large scale, the more we analyze patients the more accurate results we will get. Working on all channels, with different PSD estimation methods can be very productive.
INTRODUCTION
Sleep apnea is a disorder of disrupted breathing during sleep. It again and again appears in corporation with fat enlargement or loss of tissue tone with collapse. These differences allowance the windpipe to crash at the time of breathing when tissues calm down all along sleep. This complication is called obstructive sleep apnea, is normally correlated with loud snuffling (though not everybody who snores has this disorder). Sleep apnea can also appear if the neurons that govern breathing malfunction at the time of sleep. During an incident of obstructive apnea, the person's attempt to inhale air generates indigestion which crashes the windpipe. This blocks the air discharge for few seconds to a minute although the sleeping person struggles to inhale air. When somebody's blood oxygen level decline, the brain responds by arousal the person enough to narrow the upper airway tissues and open the windpipe. The person may grunt or blow, then restart sniffling 1 . This period may be imitated hundreds of times a night. The continual awaking that sleep apnea patients experience leave them continuously sleepy and may lead to change in nature such as annoyance or abasement. Sleep apnea also deprives the person of oxygen, which can lead to morning inconvenience, a loss of concern in sex, or a failure in mental working. It may lead to high blood pressure, uneven heartbeats, and an expanded hazard of heart attacks and stroke. Patients with serious, untreated sleep apnea disorder are two to three times more feasible to have automobile calamities than the general population. In some high-risk persons, sleep apnea may even lead to quick death from gasping arrest at the time of sleep. An approximated 18 million Americans have sleep apnea [2] [3] . .
Symptoms of sleep apnea
The signs and symptoms of central and obstructive sleep apneas overlap, consistently making the type of sleep apnea more crucial to determine. The most recurrent signs and symptoms of disruptive and central sleep apneas include: Drowsiness (hypersomnia) noisy snoring which is typically more important in obstreperous sleep apnea This may be the only indication in some kids [2] .
Analysis of EEG signals
Different signals considered by biomedical signals. All signals are obtained by performing signal data extraction by performing signal data extraction of data file named as n2_edfm.mat and sdb1_edfm.mat.
Normal and patient detail
Sixteen volunteer subjects were chosen for this study. These were referred to as the normal group as they were recorded to have no cardiac or respiratory complications and also any sleep related problem. Another group has sleep disorder of SDB of four subjects. Figure 1 shows a plot of EEG signal of a sdb subject SDB1 with data base name 'sdb1_edfm.mat' it shows the ROCLOC channel it is 6 th channel of the given data 5 .
Load the EEG data

Extraction of channel
In figure 2 we have shown the extracted signal of duration of 1min (60 sec) consisting of EEG signal of the respective channel for sleep stage So for subject sdb1. Here the total signal is of 1min, sampling frequency 256 Hz (for subject sdb1) [6] [7] .
In figure 3 we have shown the clipped signal of duration of 1min (60 sec) consisting of EEG signal of the respective channel for sleep stage So for subject sdb1. Here the total signal is of 1min, sampling frequency 256 Hz (for subject sdb1) respectively.
In figure 4 we have shown the clipped signal of duration of 1min (60 sec) consisting of EEG signal of the respective channel for sleep stage S1 for subject sdb1. Here the total signal is of 1min, sampling frequency 256 Hz (for subject sdb1).
In figure 5 we have shown the clipped signal of duration of 1min (60 sec) consisting of EEG signal of the respective channel for sleep stage S2 for subject sdb1. Here the total signal is of 1min, sampling frequency 256 Hz (for subject sdb1).
In figure 6 we have shown the clipped signal of duration of 1min (60 sec) consisting of EEG signal of the respective channel for sleep stage S3 for subject sdb1. Here the total signal is of 1min, sampling frequency 256 Hz (for subject sdb1)
In figure 7 we have shown the clipped signal of duration of 1min (60 sec) consisting of EEG signal of the respective channel for sleep stage S4 for subject sdb1. Here the total signal is of 1min, sampling frequency 256 Hz (for subject sdb1.
In figure 8 we have shown the clipped signal of duration of 1min (60 sec) consisting of EEG signal of the respective channel for sleep stage REM for subject sdb1. Here the total signal is of 1min, sampling frequency 256 Hz (for subject sdb1)
Filtering of the signal
The clipped signal are passed through the Hanning window low pass filter for removing the high frequency components that eventually indicates the noise because major portion of EEG signals are limited within the range of 25Hz. Figure  9 shows the filtering of the signal for sdb1 [6] [8] .
Comparison between filtered and non-filtered signal
Now comparison of each clipped signal is shown. Figure 10 shows the comparison between the filtered and non-filtered signal for sdb1 (stage So).
PSD estimation
After applying the filtering each signal is passed through the sliding window to measure the power spectrum density (PSD). Since PSD gives signal power with respect to frequency spectrum, we require specifying the number of frequency slots to distribute the spectral power.In figure 11 we have shown the PSD estimation curve of subject Sdb1 for So stage 6, 9 .
RESULT
Normalized power (P norm) of normal cases having no indication of sleep is figure out and correlated with pathological cases all along different sleep stages. Normalized power shows the percentage of a specific EEG activity out of complete power. So it is found a better explanation of assessment of detection of features in reverse of taking average power of peculiar EEG activity 6, 10 ].
For delta activity normalized power for normal cases is found in range of 0.75 -0.81 same calculation for cases under SDB disorder is found (see table 1 ).
For theta activity normalized power for normal cases is found in range of 0.16 -0.28 same calculation for cases under SDB disorder is found to be 0.10 -0.14 i.e. normalized power for theta activity during So stage for SDB disorder is quite low in comparison to normal cases. (see table 2) For alpha activity normalized power for normal cases is found in range of 0.01 -0.12 same calculation for cases under SDB disorder is found to be 0.06 -0.16 i.e. normalized power for alpha activity during So stage for SDB disorder is quite high in comparison to normal cases.(see table 3) 
